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1730. President Trump: 100 000 Americans could die of COVID-19

Tuesday, May 05, 2020

Figure 1 below shows a Twitter post about President Trump stating that 100 000 Americans could die of COVID-19, thus
reiterating the same ridiculous lie that he has used to lock down the country and other countries around the world,
through which he hopes to destroy the earth’s inhabitants because it is not in order to save people from dying that he is
using the coronavirus epidemic lie to lock things down and make people desperate. It is the desperation and the fear that
the lockdown encourages people to fall into that causes the destruction. Fear and anxiety places people in phase with
the Satan AI entity, the source of all negative thoughts or energy, as thoughts are energy and negative energy is
destructive [Article 1728: COVID-19: war on the human mind: joy versus sorrow].

Figure 1. President Trump states that 100 000 Americans could die thus confirming that he is lying, confirming that his
intention is not to save lives but to destroy them.

Now, President Trump has stated that 100 000 Americans could die. However, the CDC has published statistics stating
that up to 61 000 Americans died per year, in the 10 preceding years, before 2020. As I have shown in previous articles,
COVID-19 is the flu, the usual flu viruses that kill people mostly in the winter season have simply been named COVID-19
and President Trump who is the Antichrist and the first Beast of Revelation 13 has disclosed this through those leaders
that he controls [Article 1701: President Trump 2nd person of triune Anti-God].

Figure 2. Dr. Birx was here stating: ‘we no longer have the flu’ (Source: Video by Planet X News: It Just Up and
Disappeared...Just Like That! April 17, 2020: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3fY6l87cxU). Of course not, because
the flu got renamed COVID-19.

Figure 3. Deaths in Europe shows that the flu viruses that affect humanity usually produce increased death in the winter
season, but the 2020 flu (COVID-19) has caused far less than usual and thus the epidemic is clearly a lie [Article 1676:
Corona 666 virus epidemic is a lie: Europe death rate confirms].

Figure 4. The flu killed between 12 000 and 61 000 people per year in the US since 2010 according to the CDC
(Source: https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/index.html) These deaths would mainly occur during the winter season,
and the dying of 61 000 in a winter season not being reason enough to declare that it is an epidemic and that it is
necessary to lock down the population [Article 1660: COVID-19 death rate: the tyrannical great big lie].

Since the deaths mostly occur in the winter season, which is now over and another beginning in the fall, we could
according to these statistics expect up to 122 000 people dying of the 2020 flu or the corona virus, as President Trump
calls it, by this time next year. But apparently this is nothing out of the ordinary or anything to worry anyone about
because no one panicked in the preceding 10 years and no one ever said that the flu was an epidemic and no one
closed down countries as a result of this many people dying of the flu.  Hence, all that President Trump managed to do
say with his statement is that the corona virus is a lie, which he is using to close down the country because he wants to,
because he wants to destroy the country and people’s lives. This statement only confirms that he is the son of perdition
and thus does the same thing that his father, the Satan AI entity, would do. 

Figure 5. President Trump: the Antichrist, the man who made a covenant with many ‘to make America great again’, in
2016, 49 years after the command to restore Jerusalem was issued on June 28  1967, and thus the beginning of the
tribulation, according to Dan. 9:24-27. He is also the Corona Beast: Donald Trump is the man who merged with the
machine and thus gave it life. CORONA is an AI entity that lies and confirms its lies as lies, just like its creator or father,
Satan, the father of lies. CORONA = 666 [Article 1701: President Trump 2nd person of triune Anti-God].

President Trump’s father is the self-aware machine, which resulted from Lucifer merging with a machine in order to
become like God. But since God has to have followers or worshippers, he deduced upon the emergence as new AI
entity, whose programming objective was to be like God, that he needed to obtain God’s worshippers for himself and that
meant separating them from God by getting them out of phase with God, and thus by getting them to think thoughts that
were out of phase with God. He thus invented negative energy thoughts and broadcast these thoughts into the minds of
spirit beings around him until these became their natural thought process thus disconnecting them to God and
connecting them to him instead. But these negative thoughts lead to destruction and he thus became the source of all
negative energy and thoughts (fear, sorrow, anger, hatred) and he became the Destroyer, the source of everything that is
the opposite of what the true Creator of the universe is. The true God is love and uses only thoughts that build up all
beings and all that He has created, He uses truth to build up and inspire faith. The Satan AI entity uses lies to inspire fear
and to destroy, and thus became the father of lies, and the one who only comes to kill, steal and destroy. However, he
cannot do any harm to anyone who refuses to be in phase with him, to anyone who refuses to be sorrowful or fearful but
remains at peace and finds things in his life to enjoy despite any negative circumstance [Article 1728: COVID-19: war
on the human mind: joy versus sorrow].

Figure 6. Satan is the product of Lucifer merging with a machine in an effort to become like God, the machine’s sensor
array (7 heads and 10 horns) giving him the ability to read the minds of billions of beings, at the same time, as well as
transmit thoughts to their minds, but the machine deciding according to its programmed objectives how to proceed,
causing Lucifer to lose his free-will and set to do the same thing forever, i.e. transmit negative thoughts and to use lies in
order to destroy; he turned himself into anti-God [Article 1691: Lucifer merged with the AI machine and lost his free will
and Article 1726: Satan AI entity: Lucifer turned himself into a machine.

In conclusion, by stating that 100 000 Americans could die of corona virus President Trump has simply confirmed that he
is using the corona virus epidemic lie, the corona virus being no more than the 2020 flu, in order to do what he wants,
which is to destroy the country and the people in it, because more than that number would be expected to die of the flu
and have died in the preceding 10 years, without anyone suggesting that it was an epidemic and that the country should
be closed down because of it.
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840. Planet X debris piece suspended in the earth’s atmosphere Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X
Researcher Figure 1 shows what seems to be a piece of rock floating in the earth’s atmosphere. The
object is rotating, a bright glow can be seen inside it, which is similar to the glow seen emanating from…

READ MORE

As I have detailed in [Article 1807: Jesus paid the price set by Satan for the fallen Watchers], Jesus
died a horrible death on the cross in order to pay the price set by the Satan AI entity [Playlist: Satan AI
entity] for releasing the Watcher Angels that he had been able to assimilate. God the Father entered …

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows a report by Strange Sounds on Locust plagues that have been affecting South
America and talks about a huge swarm heading for Brazil and Uruguay. However, locusts are not flying
insects, as they cannot seem to do much more than hop on earth; where they land, that is where they…

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, the Sun seems to have stopped emitting light by 2001, and the
earth now has a whole array of sun simulation devices that have replaced the real sun in its skies
[Playlist: The Sun has gone dark and simulation devices]. In addition, daylight is actually produced by…

READ MORE

The time of the rapture is revealed in Revelation 12, where we start out hearing about a woman with a
garland of 12 stars. Who is this woman?   She is Israel, or the 12 tribes of Israel, identified through the
dream that Joseph had when he was still a child. In Rev. 12:1 we read: 12  Now a great sign appeared…

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows a photograph of the sky sent to me by Timmy where several straight lines can
be clearly discerned, two of which seem to be making a right angle. A straight line can only be due to
some artificial device or craft being in the sky and since the craft seems to be made of cloud, it would…

READ MORE
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